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1. Introduction
This document sets out the West of England Combined Authority’s approach to Monitoring and
Evaluation.

2. Background

The West of England Combined Authority (WECA) was established in 2017 as part of a Devolution 
Deal with Government. Its overarching aim is to deliver clean and inclusive economic growth.  

WECA is formed of three Councils, Bath & North-East Somerset, Bristol and South Gloucestershire. 
It is responsible for management of a devolution investment fund of £30M per year. Funding 
decisions relating to the WECA investment fund, and other WECA activities, are made by the West 
of England Combined Authority. 

WECA also supports the West of England LEP, which includes North Somerset Council. Funding 
decisions relating to the Local Growth Fund, One Front Door Programme and LEP activities are 
made by the West of England Joint Committee.  

These governance arrangements are illustrated below. 

Diagram One: Governance Arrangements 

The detailed processes for managing the WECA Investment Fund and West of England One Front 
Door Programme are set out in the Local Growth Assurance Framework which details the agreed 
prioritisation, appraisal, monitoring and evaluation requirements for each scheme. 1 

In June 2019 the WECA Committee agreed an overall funding envelope of £350m for the period up 
to March 2023, reflecting the strong ambitions to drive forward projects which would bring very 
significant, positive improvements and impacts for residents right across the region.  

1 A single, aligned, Local Growth Assurance Framework was agreed through the WECA and Joint Committees 
in April 2019. This brings together and replaced the WECA Single Pot Assurance Framework and LEP 
Assurance Framework. 

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/WoE-Local-Growth-Assurnace-Framework-Final-Apr-19v2.pdf
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3. Approach to Monitoring & Evaluation

WECA’s overall approach to Monitoring and Evaluation is underpinned by the following key 
principles: 

• Reporting requirements are locally defined and support delivery of local strategies
• Evaluation is meaningful and proportionate
• Data is collected once and used many times
• Baseline information is consistent across key initiatives
• Monitoring and evaluation is a core part of all activities
• Lessons learned are used to inform future policy development

Our approach is structured around three levels which are illustrated in the diagram below, with 
details of each level set out in the following sections. 

Diagram Two: Overall approach to Monitoring & Evaluation 

4. Annual Business Plan and Local Industrial Strategy

WECA’s operating framework sets out our overarching goal, to be a driving force for clean and 
inclusive economic growth. It identifies key priorities for infrastructure, skills and business and aligns 
with the themes of the West of England Local Industrial Strategy, which was published in July 2019. 

WECA’s business plan sets out the key activities that WECA will deliver each year. Whilst 
essentially a one-year plan, the business plan includes reference to activity that WECA is committed 
to in the coming years, including updates on longer-term project and programme delivery as well as 
activity to implement the West of England Devolution Deal.  

The operating framework and business plan are published on the WECA website here. 

The Business Plan for 2020/21 was approved by WECA and Joint Committee on 31st January 2020 
and reflects the ambition set out in the Local Industrial Strategy.  

Quarterly reports on progress in delivering the business plan are taken to WECA and Joint 

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/ourstrategy/
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Committee. Overall progress is presented in an annual report which includes specific details of the 
Local Enterprise Partnership Delivery Plan. 
.  
The cycle of reporting against the business plan is illustrated below. 

Diagram Three – Business plan reporting cycle 

5. Key Performance Indicators

A number of outcomes and impacts are identified through the logic models that underpin the 
detailed evaluation plans which are linked from this document. WECA tracks a small number of 
indicators across the region, across the priorities of our Operating Framework.  

The indicators summarise the state of the region for each priority area, and we expect the activities 
set out in business plan to contribute to positive change. We do not have total control over these 
measures because many other factors play a role, but it is important we understand the current 
position.  

6. Risk Management

WECA is committed to deliver its strategic objectives whilst having a clear focus on the potential 
risks and opportunities that face our business activities on an ongoing basis. 

Risk management is an integral part of WECA’s reporting against delivery of the business plan, as 
shown in diagram three.  WECA’s risk management framework is reviewed annually and will be 
brought to the February 2020 Audit Committee for approval.   

7. Equalities

WECA is committed to achieving inclusive economic growth across the Region. 

All schemes supported through the Investment Fund and LEP funding streams are required to 
produce an equalities analysis and plan as part of their full business case.  

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/West-of-England-Combined-Authority-Annual-Report-2018-19.pdf
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8. Project and Programme Evaluation

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) of WECA policies, investments and interventions enables the 
authority to: 

• Demonstrate local accountability.  Show how funding is being spent and benefits achieved
against local strategies and action plans, demonstrating the value and effectiveness of local
decision making and shaping future priorities

• Comply with external scrutiny. Together with the Assurance Framework demonstrate
progress and delivery to the constituent council members, senior government officials and
Ministers

• Understanding what works. Provide a feedback loop and enables the lessons learnt to be
fed back into policy making and communicated to stakeholders, as well as supporting the
case for further devolution and investment in the area.

• Developing an evidence base. Provide a mechanism for collecting, collating and analysing
data which can be used across the organisation and by others, following the principle of
collecting data once and using many times.

• Ensure quality assurance. For interventions funded through WECA investment fund and One
Front Door Programmes a Monitoring & Evaluation plans form part of business case
submissions and these are independently reviewed and published to support business case
approval decisions by the WECA or Joint Committee

The following sections set out our approach and timeframes for the monitoring and evaluation of 
projects and programmes in our priority areas of transport, housing & planning, business and skills. 

Funding streams are indicated for all activities. Funds devolved to WECA as part of the West of 
England Devolution Deal are referred to as ‘Investment Fund’. The Investment Fund also 
incorporates the funding awarded through the Transforming Cities Fund in one integrated 
programme. Funds managed through the Local Enterprise Partnership are identified as ‘West of 
England’ or by fund name. 

Where available links are included to individual scheme Monitoring & Evaluation plans. Where 
Monitoring & Evaluation plans are still in development the overall approach and logic models that 
will be applied are included as appendix two. 

9. Transport

As set out in the WECA business plan, overall activity is focused on: 
- Better links to reduce congestion and connect people
- Improve national and international connections

All transport schemes funded through the Investment Fund/LEP funding programmes will follow the 
guidance as set out by DfT and the approach taken to monitoring and evaluation will be 
proportionate to the scale of the intervention. Evaluation will include: 

• Scheme build
• Delivered scheme
• Costs
• Scheme objectives
• Travel demand
• Travel times and their reliability

• Impacts on the economy
• Carbon impacts
• Noise
• Air quality
• Accidents
• Process and Impact Evaluation

We are working towards the following evaluation timetable: 

5
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Transport Activity Funding Stream Evaluation 
Timetable 

M&E 
Arrangements 

Single Transport Pot Devolution Deal 
– DfT Funding

Reporting via 
business plan 

Appendix One, 
B1 

ITA Function: Concessionary 
Fares 

Devolution Deal 
– Transport Levy

Reporting via 
business plan 

Appendix One, 
B2.1 

ITA Function: Community 
Transport 

Devolution Deal 
– Transport Levy

Reporting via 
business plan 

Appendix One, 
B2.2 

ITA Function: Bus Service 
Information (including Real Time 
Information  

Devolution Deal 
– Transport Levy

Reporting via 
business plan 

Appendix One, 
B2.3 

Establish Key Route Network Devolution Deal Reporting via 
business plan 

In development 

Develop Bus Strategy Investment Fund Reporting via 
business plan 

In development 

Joint Local Transport Plan West of England Reporting via 
business plan2 

Targets to be 
signed off with 
plan early 2020 

Cribbs Patchway Cycle Links Investment Fund Bi-monthly reporting 
to WECA Committee 

M&E Plan 

Cribbs Patchway Metrobus 
Extension  

Investment Fund 
and EDF 
Funding 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to WECA and Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

On-Bus Contactless Bank Card 
Payment 

Investment Fund Bi-monthly reporting 
to WECA Committee 

M&E Plan 

Advanced Composites for 
Transport Infrastructure – Bridge 
Construction 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

MetroWest Phase 2 Development 
Costs (West of England wide) 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

West Wick Roundabout & North 
South Link 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

MetroWest Phase 1 (West of 
England wide) Development Costs 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

Bath Quays Bridge Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

Town Square, Weston-super-Mare Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

West of England Sustainable 
Transport Package 17/18 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

Weston Super Mare Town Centre 
Transport Enhancement Scheme 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

Keynsham Town Centre 
Improvements 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

Sustainable Transport Package 
2018-21 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

We are exploring options to bring the Integrated Transport Authority Functions together into the 
West of England Combined Authority in 2020/21. Delivery is currently dispersed across the 
constituent unitary authorities. As part of this project we will develop a new Monitoring & Evaluation 
plan to monitor overall delivery. 

2 Targets to be signed off with plan, due for sign off early 2020 

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/CPME-ME-Plan-IF-AD_EDF-I.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/CPME-ME-Plan-IF-AD_EDF-I.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Contactless-Pymt-Bus-ME-Plan-IF-AU.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-C-Composites-Bridge-ME-Plan-FINAL.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-X-FBC-ME-NSL-WW-RDA-070116.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-Z-Growth-Deal-ME-MW-Phase1.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Bath-Quays-Bridge-ME-Plan-v2.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Town-Sq-W-s-M-ME-Plan-Final.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-AK-ME-Plan-Final.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/WsM-Transport-Enhancement-Monitoring-Evaluation-Plan-v8.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Keynsham-High-Street-ME-Plan.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-AZ-SGCSTP-ME-Plan-Final.pdf
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10. Planning & Housing

As set out in the WECA business plan, overall activity is focused on: 
- Enabling the required housing growth in the region promoting affordability and an

appropriate housing mix
- Employment spaces to meet the needs of all businesses and communities

It also relates to: 

- Better links to reduce congestion and connect people.

We are working towards the following evaluation timetable, noting that evaluation of these and other 
related activities also occurs through regular monitoring and analysis that is embedded within them 
as evidence-based activities, and associated statutory obligations: 

Housing & Planning 
Activity  

Funding Stream Evaluation Timetable M&E 
Arrangements 

Statutory and non-statutory 
Strategic Planning 

West of 
England/Investment 
Fund 

Statutory Plans must be 
reviewed every 5 years 
when in final form. Other 
work supports these, 
reporting via business 
plan 

Appendix One, 
C1 

Non statutory delivery 
support 

Various inc. 
Investment Fund 

To be agreed depending 
on the project, reporting 
via business plan 

Appendix One, 
C2 

Joint Green Infrastructure 
Strategy 

West of England Draft strategy to be 
agreed. Intended to be a 
living document with 
inbuilt monitoring and 
review on an at least 
annual basis. 

Appendix One 
C1 plus 
additional in 
development 

Infrastructure and 
Investment Delivery Plan 

Grant Funding 
Evaluation 

To be agreed through 
pilot process plus 
ongoing reporting via 
business plan 

Appendix One 
C1 

Bath Riverside Investment Fund Bi-monthly reporting to 
Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

11. Digital Infrastructure

As set out in the WECA business plan, overall activity is focused on: 
- World leading digital connections across the region

We are working towards the following evaluation timetable: 

Digital Activity Funding Stream Evaluation 
Timetable 

M&E 
Arrangements 

5G Testbed and trial – Smart 
Tourism Project 

DCMS Pilot completed. 
Final report due 
late 2019 

Open Programmable City Region 
(OPCR) – Bristol Infrastructure, 
Sensor Factory, CAV Access 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Bath-Riverside-ME-Plan-IF-BD.pdf
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Network and KWMC Research 
Projects  
Superfast Broadband Extension 
Programme (SGC) 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

Bristol Virtual Reality Lab Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

Urban Multi Wireless Broadband 
and IoT Testing for Local 
Authority and Industrial 
Applications (Umbrella) 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

12. Skills

As set out in the WECA business plan, overall activity is focused on: 
- Improving skills and knowledge supply to meet existing and future demands
- A joined-up education, employment and skills system that meets the region’s business

needs
- Provide residents with support, information, advice and guidance to unlock their career

potential

We are working towards the following evaluation timetable: 

Skills Activity Funding Stream Evaluation 
Timetable 

M&E 
Arrangements 

Future Bright (and Future Bright 
Plus) 

DWP Pilot, 
Investment Fund 
for rollout 

Quarterly monitoring 
report. Final 
Evaluation report 
2019/20 

M&E Plan 
(Future Bright 
Plus) 
Future Bright 
Appendix One -
D3 

Adult Education Budget 
Devolution  

Investment Fund Reporting via 
business plan and 
annual report to 
Government 
commences Jan 2021 

Appendix One, 
D1 

Employment and Skills Plan West of England Reporting via 
business plan 

Monitoring 
Framework 
included in plan 

Careers Enterprise Hub West of England Reporting via 
business plan and 
evaluation by Careers 
and Enterprise 
Company 

Careers 
Enterprise 
Company 
Report 

Enterprise 
Advisor 
Evaluation 

Realising our Talent Investment Fund Bi-monthly report to 
WECA Committee 

M&E Plan 

South West Institute of Future 
Technology 

Investment Fund Bi-monthly report to 
WECA Committee 

M&E Plan 

Workforce for the Future Investment Fund 
and ESF 

Bi-monthly report to 
WECA Committee 

M&E Plan 

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-R-ME-Plan-FINAL-combined-v5-06012017.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/BVRL-ME-Plan-v2-Oct-17.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-BF-Umbrella-ME-Plan.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Future-Bright-ME-Plan-IF-BC.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/West-of-England-Employment-and-Skills-Plan-July-FINAL.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/West-of-England-Employment-and-Skills-Plan-July-FINAL.pdf
https://www.careersandenterprise.co.uk/research/state-nation-2019
https://www.careersandenterprise.co.uk/research/state-nation-2019
https://www.careersandenterprise.co.uk/research/state-nation-2019
https://www.careersandenterprise.co.uk/research/state-nation-2019
https://www.careersandenterprise.co.uk/research/evaluation-enterprise-adviser-network-school-and-college-survey-2018
https://www.careersandenterprise.co.uk/research/evaluation-enterprise-adviser-network-school-and-college-survey-2018
https://www.careersandenterprise.co.uk/research/evaluation-enterprise-adviser-network-school-and-college-survey-2018
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Reaslising-Talent-NEET-ME-Plan-IF-AB.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/IoT_SWIFT-ME-Plan-IF-AC.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/WFTF-ME-Plan-IF-AX.pdf
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WE Work for Everyone Investment Fund Bi-monthly report to 
WECA Committee 

M&E Plan 

Research & Innovation Challenge 
Fund 

Investment Fund 
plus ERDF match 

Bi-monthly report to 
WECA Committee 

M&E Plan 

Increasing the Capacity of the 
BEMA Training Centre 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

South Bristol Construction Centre Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

STEAM Centre Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

Catering & Hospitality Education 
and Training Hub 

Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

Animal Management Local Growth 
Fund 

Bi-monthly reporting 
to Joint Committee 

M&E Plan 

13. Business

As set out in the WECA business plan, overall activity is focused on: 
- Helping businesses to start up, grow and flourish nurturing inclusive growth
- Supporting businesses to make the most of export opportunities
- Supporting an innovative economy
- Protecting and promoting our region’s culture

We are working towards the following evaluation timetable: 

Business Activity Funding Stream Evaluation 
Timetable 

M&E 
Arrangements 

Growth Hub West of England Reporting via 
business plan and 
annual report to 
BEIS 

Appendix One, 
D2 

Cultural Strategy and Cultural 
Compact  

Investment Fund and 
Arts Council England 

To be confirmed 
following 
agreement of 
strategy and 
implementation 
plan in early 2020 

In development 

Energy Strategy Action Plan West of England The basis for an 
Energy Strategy 
was signed off in 
February 2019. 
Work has begun, in 
partnership with 
UAs, to develop an 
action plan and 
M&E requirements 
will be defined as 
part of this work 

In development 

9

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/We-Work-for-Everyone-ME-Plan-IF-BB.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/RICF-ME-Plan-IF-AJ.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-BEMA-ME-Plan-Final.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-AW-CoB-Advanced-CSC-Monitoring-and-Evaluation-Plan-FINAL.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/SGS-WISE-Monitoring-Evaluation-Plan.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Logic-model.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Post-build-Monitoring-and-Evaluation-Plan-FINAL-20-3-19.pdf
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Invest in Bristol and Bath West of England Ongoing - reporting 
via business plan 

M&E Plan 

Low Carbon Challenge Fund West of England 
(ERDF)  

Bi-monthly 
reporting to WECA 
and Joint 
Committee.  

In development 

Women into Digital, Jobs, 
Education and Training 
(WIDJET) 

DCMS Reporting via 
business plan 

National 
evaluation being 
procured by 
DCMS 

Creative Scale Up Programme DCMS Reporting via 
business plan. 

National 
evaluation being 
procured by 
DCMS 

Love our High Streets Pilots Investment Fund Bi-monthly 
reporting to WECA 
Committee 

Feasibility Study / 
Pilot reports to be 
taken to 
Committee 

Avonmouth Severnside 
Enterprise Area Ecology 
Mitigation and Flood Defences 

Economic Development 
Fund 

Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

Invest in Bristol and Bath Economic Development 
Fund 

Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

Temple Quarter Enterprise 
Zone Programme Team 

Economic Development 
Fund 

Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

Bath Riverside Enterprise 
Zone Team 

Economic Development 
Fund 

Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

Bath Quays Phase 1a (South) Economic Development 
Fund 

Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

TQEZ Infrastructure 
Programme 

Revolving Infrastructure 
Fund 

Weston-super-Mare co-
working hub 

Revolving Infrastructure 
Fund 

Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

FoodWorksSW Innovation 
Centre Local Growth Fund 

Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

SGC Flagship - Purchase of 
land at Bristol & Bath Science 
Park 

Local Growth Fund 
Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

Institute of Advanced 
Automotive Propulsion 
Systems (IAAPS) 

Local Growth Fund Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

Colston Hall Phase 2 
Transformation Project 

Local Growth Fund Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

Grow-On2 Temporary 
Buildings 

Local Growth Fund Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/EDF-M-IBB-FBC-ME.docx
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/EDF-K-L-Monitoring-and-Evaluation-Plan.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/EDF-M-IBB-FBC-ME.docx
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/EDF-O-TQEZ-team-ME-Plan-FINAL-2-Dec-2016.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/EDF-V-Bath-EZ-Team-ME-Final-May-18.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/EDF-R-Bath-Quays-South-Phase-1a-FBC-ME-Plan-FINAL-Revised-Aug18.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/RIF-W-s-M-Creative-Hub-ME-Final.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-S-FoodWorksSW-ME-Plan-Update-Jul-18-FINAL.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-AN-IAAPS-ME-Plan-Final.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-AO-Colston-Hall-ME-Plan-FINAL-March-2018.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/ME-LGF-AV-GrowOn2.pdf
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Bath Quays North Initial 
Development Works 

Local Growth Fund Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

TQEZ Infrastructure 
Programme 

Revolving Infrastructure 
Fund 

Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

Weston-super-Mare Co-
working Hub 

Revolving Infrastructure 
Fund 

Bi-monthly 
reporting to Joint 
Committee 

M&E Plan 

14. Corporate Services

The key objective for Corporate Services is to support the organisation to deliver the business plan. 
We are working towards the following evaluation timetable for specific activities: 

Business Activity Funding 
Stream 

Evaluation 
Timetable 

M&E 
Arrangements 

Local Industrial Strategy West of England LIS published July 
19. Implementation
plan, including M&E,
in development.

In development 

15. Organisational Impact

WECA’s overall aim of achieving clean and inclusive economic growth will require longer term 
measurement which takes into account the impact of key schemes that are yet to be delivered. 

We are working closely with the national suppliers who are leading the Gateway review work across 
the Combined Authorities on the evaluation of the West of England Investment Fund. This work will 
be undertaken and finalised by December 2020 to inform the first Gateway Review of the fund. The 
plan has been developed by the National Evaluation Panel in partnership with relevant officers in 
the West of England. 

The plan will include progress evaluation on the following schemes: 

• Real Time Information System Upgrade (RTISU):  This project is designed to improve the
reliability and ‘user friendliness’ of bus services. Specifically, the scheme has provided an
improved real time information (RTI) system for bus services, involving: additional ‘at stop’
information (e.g. more accurate arrival time estimates and service disruption alerts); better
digital services (e.g. apps and journey planners); better information for operators (e.g.
improved use of data for fleet management and monitoring, to inform timetabling); remote
fixing of faults; and extended use of selective bus priority at traffic lights.  The project received
£559,000 in IF funding and was delivered during 2018 and 2019.

• CPNN Cycle Links : This is a package of five cycle schemes aimed at increasing use of active
modes and which form a key element of a comprehensive sustainable transport package for
the Filton Enterprise Area and Cribbs/Patchway New Neighbourhood. The implementation of

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/LGF-BB-Monitoring-Evaluation-Plan-20032019.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/RIF-W-s-M-Creative-Hub-ME-Final.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/SGC-cpnn-cycle-links-FBC-FINAL-V2-REDACTED-FOR-PUBLIC-Apps.pdf
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the schemes is planned to commence in September 2019 and be completed by January 2021. 
This is a £3.125m project with full funding sought from the Investment Fund3. 

• On-Bus Contactless Bank Card Payment:  This is an initial building block towards the West
of England’s vision for smart ticketing and the emerging Bus Strategy, a Full Business Case
has been submitted by WECA for the On-Bus Contactless Bank Card Payment project.  This
will support smaller bus operators, with a fleet size of less than 30 vehicles, to replace ageing
equipment and introduce contactless bank card payment technology. The project will meet the
capital cost of the equipment for 70 buses and enable these operators to lease the equipment
which will cover ongoing revenue costs. The project will be rolled out over 2019/20-2020/21
and aims to reduce bus boarding times and deliver a common customer offer for payment.
The overall project cost is £456,000 with £418,000 provided from the Investment Fund and
the balance provided by North Somerset Council4.

• South West Institute of Future Technology:  This project will involve the co-design of new
technical higher skills and training programmes to support economic growth in Health & Life
Sciences, Advanced Engineering & High Value Manufacturing, and Creative, Digital & High-
Tech. Funding of £13.95m has been secured from the DfE to deliver the capital elements
which will deliver 5,247 sq m of refurbished College estate and 400 sq m of new build facilities.
WEIF revenue funding of £500,000 will complement partner contributions for the development
and early years operation of SWIFT5.

• Workforce for the Future: This project will help businesses address skills gaps through
advice, support and management. It aims to support at least 300 SME-led projects, increasing
employer engagement in the skills system and individual progression. The number of learner
participants will be around 900. £4 million from the WEIF will match £4m from the European
Social Fund (ESF)6.

• Bath Riverside:  Bath Western Riverside is a major component of Bath and North East
Somerset Council’s plans for housing delivery, although the project has stalled as a result of
land and viability issues affecting the remaining phases of delivery (including community
infrastructure, school provision and affordable housing). A scheme has been identified which
will enable B&NES to acquire undeveloped land, giving it leverage over future residential
delivery. This project has been approved for a WEIF allocation, and will utilise up to £9m from
the £50m Land Acquisition Fund, ‘ringfenced’ within the Investment Fund.

3 CPNN Cycle Links Package Full Business Case (April 2019) (https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2019/05/SGC-cpnn-cycle-links-FBC-FINAL-V2-REDACTED-FOR-PUBLIC-Apps.pdf)  
4 On Bus Contactless Bank Card Payment Full Business Case (June 2019) (https://www.westofengland-
ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Contactless-FBC-2.5.2-FINAL-Clean.pdf)  
5 SWIFT Full Business Case (2017) (https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2019/05/Redacted-SWIFT-Business-Case.pdf)  
6 Workforce for the Future Full Business Case (https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2019/06/WFTF-Full-Business-Casev2-post-FBC-coms.pdf)  

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Contactless-FBC-2.5.2-FINAL-Clean.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Redacted-SWIFT-Business-Case.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/SGC-cpnn-cycle-links-FBC-FINAL-V2-REDACTED-FOR-PUBLIC-Apps.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/SGC-cpnn-cycle-links-FBC-FINAL-V2-REDACTED-FOR-PUBLIC-Apps.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Contactless-FBC-2.5.2-FINAL-Clean.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Contactless-FBC-2.5.2-FINAL-Clean.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Redacted-SWIFT-Business-Case.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Redacted-SWIFT-Business-Case.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/WFTF-Full-Business-Casev2-post-FBC-coms.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/WFTF-Full-Business-Casev2-post-FBC-coms.pdf


WECA MONITORING & EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 
APPENDICES 

These appendices provide further detail of WECA’s Monitoring & Evaluation processes, 
including the Logic Models that support detailed evaluation plans. Where M&E plans are not 
yet published these are also included.  
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Appendix A: Single Investment Fund 

Devolved Power/Responsibility  

£30m per year for 30 years, or £900m to create a West of England Investment Fund. 

Logic Model 

Objectives: Our operating framework sets out our vision to be a driving force for clean 
and inclusive economic growth in the region. The Single Investment Fund gives 
WECA the ability to deliver infrastructure investment and other interventions that lead 
to long-term economic growth. 

Investment Fund – Logic Model 

Implementation 

The Local Industrial Strategy, Spatial Plan and Local Transport Plan inform the 
identification and prioritisation of interventions for the Investment Fund. Individual 
projects and interventions are supported by Outline and Full Business Cases and are 
subject to the fully accountable governance of WECA. 

The detailed processes for managing the WECA Investment Fund and West of 
England One Front Door Programme are set out in published Assurance frameworks 
which detail the agreed prioritisation, appraisal, monitoring and evaluation 
requirements for each scheme.  

Inputs 

• £900m over 30
years starting from
2016/17

• Full flexibility to
manage up to half
of the funding as
revenue or capital
with additional
funding
contributions from
the Councils and
other public-sector
bodies, delivery
agencies,
Government and
the private sector.

Activities 

• Project prioritisation,
and Outline and Full
Business Case
assessment for
various types of
proposals including,
transport schemes,
land remediation,
flood defence,
broadband
extension/upgrade,
housing enabling
infrastructure,
regeneration,
business support
and skills.
 

Outputs 

• Various depending on
nature of
interventions/projects.

Direct Outcomes 

Infrastructure: we will 
create healthy 
communities, where 
people want to live, 
ensuring everyone can 
move around easily 

Business: We will 
enable our diverse, 
innovative and vibrant 
business community to 
flourish 

Skills: We will provide 
our residents with 
opportunities to 
develop the skills our 
regional businesses 
need. 

Impacts 

• Gross Value Added
(GVA) growth;
projects and
interventions
assessed against
economic uplift
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All schemes are required to produce an effective Monitoring and Evaluation Plan as 
part of their Business Case and is considered as part of the approval process. These 
Plans will be proportionate and reflect the scale and nature of the scheme, whilst 
drawing on the latest Government guidance and good practice.    

The Investment Fund is subject to gateway assessments by a national independent 
panel.  

3 



Appendix B: Transport 

B1. Single Transport Pot 
The ‘Single Transport Pot’ incorporates annual transport block funding covering 
highway maintenance (including bridge strengthening and `integrated transport’).  The 
funding is provided directly to the Combined Authority to be allocated as appropriate to 
the constituent councils.  

Intervention Lead Head of Transport 

Senior Responsible Officer Director of Infrastructure 

Logic Model 

Objectives: As set out in our business plan our transport objectives are as follows: 

• Better links to reduce congestion and connect people
• Improve national and international connections

This intervention also supports the following objectives as set out in the Joint Local 
Transport Plan: 

• Support sustainable economic growth
• Enable equality and import accessibility
• Address poor air quality and take action against climate change
• Contribute to better health, wellbeing, safety and security
• Create better places

Inputs 

• Coordinated funding
across maintenance
and integrated
transport themes

Activities 

• Allocation of funding
to prioritise spend
based on JLTP4 and
local priorities.

• Annual Monitoring
and Reporting.

Outputs 

• Number of schemes,
installations and
projects delivered.

Direct Outcomes 

• Reduced carbon
emissions

• Increased bus
passenger no.

• Increased no. of
cycling trips

• Increased no. of rail
passenger trips

• Reduced road
casualties 

• Reduction in
Nitrogen Dioxide
emissions in AQM A

• Reduction in proportion 
of principal and non-
principal road network 
requiring resurfacing/
restructure work

Impacts 

• Reduced congestion
• Improved

connectivity 
• Increased GVA
• Increased

Productivity
• Increased

employment and
access to job
opportunities
 4 
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Data Requirements 
Metric Frequency Source Baseline 
Inputs 
1. Funding total and allocations

2. Council capital programmes

Annual 

Annual 

Intervention Lead / 
Programme Manager 

Intervention Lead / 
Programme Manager 

£14.7m 
(2018/19) 

£17.6m 
(2018/19) 

Outputs 
1. Number and type of schemes delivered Annual Intervention Lead / 

Programme Manager 
0 

Outcomes* 
1. Reduced carbon emissions from

transport 

2. Increased bus passenger boarding
numbers

3. Increased number of cycling trips

4. Increased number of rail passenger trips

5. Reduced road casualties across all
users

6. Reduction in Nitrogen Dioxide emissions
in Air Quality Management Areas

7. Reduction in proportion of principal and
non-principal road network requiring
resurfacing/strategic maintenance.

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

UK local authority and 
regional carbon 
dioxide emissions 
national statistics 

DfT, Table BUS0106 

Local Authorities 

West of England Rail 
Survey conducted by 
the Local Authorities 

DfT/local authorities 

Local Authority AQMA 
surveys 

Intervention Lead / 
Programme Manager 

1122.2 kt 
CO2 
(2016) 

64.7 million 
(2016/17) 

N/A 

24,788,278 
(2016/17) 

2,084 

N/A 

N/A 

Impacts 
1. Economic Impact (£)

- GVA
- Productivity

2. Improved travel times during peak hours
along KRN and improved access to
employment

3. Increase in Employment

Annual/ 
Final 
programme 
report 

Annual 

Annual/ 
Final 
programme 
report 

Cost Benefit Analysis, 
external evaluator’s 
calculation tool 

Greater Bristol Area 
Transport 
Model/DfTdata 

BRES, ONS 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

* Baselines for outputs subject to change and will be formally set through JLTP4

5

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
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Analytical Approach 

Qualitative process focused research will provide insight and guide investment of the 
single transport pot to achieve the objectives set out in the business plan and JLTP. 
The evidence base will be regularly reviewed and will itself assist in monitoring the 
policies for their effectiveness.  The monitoring of the JLTP will be set out in an annual 
progress report. 

Resources Required 

Currently resources to support programmes funded through the Single Pot are 
identified through Governance Arrangements within each of the constituent UAs.  

Local Authority and WECA officers are responsible for the collection of monitoring 
data. 

Dissemination Strategy 

An annual progress report on the JLTP will be produced incorporating a summary of 
delivery of capital-funded transport schemes across the area and their performance 
against the JLTP indicators as set out above.  The annual progress report will be 
taken to the Infrastructure Advisory Board and Joint Committee, as well as being 
published online. 

6
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B2. Transport Authority 

WECA is the Regional Transport Authority with responsibility establishing a KRN, 
preparing and adopting the Joint Local Transport Plan, management of Concessionary 
Fares (as well as Community Transport Grants), provision of bus service information 
(including `Real Time’ passenger Information) and exercising a joint responsibility with 
the West of England councils for the delivery of socially necessary bus services.  

B2.1 Concessionary Fares 

Continuous delivery of concessionary fares through the administration and 
management of the mandatory bus concessions for older and disabled people. 

Performing the functions of the Travel Concession Authority (TCA) for the WECA 
area: 

• Issuing and renewal of travel concession smart travelcards to eligible people
within the geographical area of the scheme.

• Calculation, monitoring and reimbursement to bus operators for carrying
concessionary passengers

Intervention Lead Head of Transport 

Senior Responsible Officer Director of Infrastructure 

Logic Model 

Objectives: This activity aligns with the following objective as set out in our business 
plan: 

• Better links to reduce congestion and connect people

There is an existing agreement in place for the provision of concessionary fares 
across the four Councils (including North Somerset) coordinated through South 
Gloucestershire Council with existing monitoring and evaluation processes in place 
which we will continue to report on through the Joint Local Transport Plan Annual 
Progress Report.  
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Concessionary Fares Logic Model 

 

Analytical Approach. 

Qualitative process focused research will provide insight into the delivery of 
concessionary fares, the monitoring data will be constantly reviewed to understand the 
effectiveness and take up of concessionary fares.   

Data Requirements 
We are currently working with South Gloucestershire to collate the baseline. 

Metric Frequency Source Baseline 
Inputs 
1. Formula grant to Transport

Concessionary Authority 
Annual DfT approx. 

£12m 
(2018/19) 

Outputs 
1. Number of ENCTS card holders

2. Reimbursement payments to bus
operators for carriage of concessionary
card holders.

Annual 

Annual 

UA CRM system / 
collated by WECA 

Local DTC scheme 
administrator 
(currently SGC) 

TBC 

TBC 

Outcomes* 
1. Number of concessionary bus journeys Annual 

Annual 

Bus operators 9.4 million 

TBC 

Inputs 

• Approx. £12m per
annum formula grant
fund from DfT

Activities 

• Reimbursement of
bus operators.

• Reporting and
monitoring.

• Issuing and renewal
of travel permits.

Outputs 

• Cards issued to
eligible passengers

• Scheme
reimbursements

• No. concessionary
journeys per annum
within the West of
England

Direct Outcomes 

• Reductions in
congestion –
reductions in car
journeys.

• Reductions in
transport emissions.

Impacts 

• Additional viability for
bus services

• Increased
employment and
access to job
opportunities, key
services and leisure
opportunities.
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2. Reduction in congestion -travel times on
key routes?

3. Reduction in carbon emissions

4. Reduction in Nitrogen Dioxide emissions
in AQMA

Annual 

Annual 

Greater Bristol Area 
Transport 
Model/DfTdata 

UK local authority and 
regional carbon 
dioxide emissions 
national statistics 

Local Authority AQMA 
surveys 

1122.2 kt 
CO2 
(2016) 

TBC 

Impacts 
1. Economic Impact (£)
- GVA
- Productivity

Annual/ 
Final 
programme 
report 

Cost Benefit Analysis, 
external evaluator’s 
calculation tool 

TBC 

* Baselines for outputs subject to change and will be formally set through JLTP4

9

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
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B2.2 Supported Bus Services 

Coordination of tendered bus services which complement the commercial bus network 
to ensure communities can access key services by public transport. 

Procurement of supported and socially necessary bus services, service management 
and monitoring of service performance including revenue, punctuality and passenger 
information 

Intervention Lead Head of Transport 

Senior Responsible Officer Director of Infrastructure 

Logic Model 

Objectives: This activity aligns with the following objective as set out in our business 
plan: 

• Better links to reduce congestion and connect people

This activity also supports the following objectives as set out in the Joint Local 
Transport Plan: 

- To improve quality of life
- To reduce carbon
- To stimulate economic growth
- To improve health, safety and security
- To improve accessibility

The project management of supported bus services is currently carried out by the 
respective constituent authorities on behalf of WECA using funding provided through 
the Transport Levy under the joint responsibility set out in the Devolution Deal.   
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Supported Bus Services - Logic Model 

Analytical Approach. 

Qualitative process focused research will provide insight into the delivery of supported 
bus services, the monitoring data will be constantly reviewed to understand the 
effectiveness of the initiative and will be reviewed in relation to the recommendations 
coming from the Bus Strategy.   

Inputs 

• Approx £5m for
supported bus
services

• Approx. £85k for
production of a bus
strategy

• Officer support from
the constituent
councils, WECA and
North Somerset
Council.

Activities 

• Specification of the
supported bus
network.

• Production of
contract
documentation
including fares,
frequencies,
operating hours.

• Monitoring of service
performance,
including operator
engagement.

• Issuing an evaluation
of tenders.

Outputs 

• Provision of
supported bus
services in the West
of England.

Direct Outcomes 

• Reduced carbon
emissions from
transport

• Increased bus
passenger boarding
numbers and
improved passenger
satisfaction.

• Reduction in
Nitrogen Dioxide
emissions in AQMA

Impacts 

• Reduced congestion

• Improved
connectivity

• Increased GVA

• Increased
Productivity

• Increased
employment and
access to job
opportunities and
key services.
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Data Requirements 

Project management is currently carried out by the constituent authorities on behalf of 
WECA; work is being undertaken with the authorities to collate the baseline. 

Metric Frequency Source Baseline 
Inputs 
1. Funding total – supported bus serves Annual Data provided by 

constituent councils 
and operators 

£4.96m 
(17/18 
supported 
bus services 
budget) 

Outputs 
1. Supported Bus Services Annual Data provided by 

constituent councils 
and operators 

66 bus 
routes 

Outcomes* 
1. Reduced carbon emissions from

transport 

2. Increased bus passenger boarding
numbers and bus journeys per capita

3. Improved passenger satisfaction.

4. Reduction in Nitrogen Dioxide
emissions in Air Quality Management
Areas

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

UK local authority and 
regional carbon 
dioxide emissions 
national statistics 

DfT, Table BUS0106 

Transport Focus 
survey 

Local Authority AQMA 
surveys 

1122.2 kt 
CO2 
(2016) 

64.7 million 
(2016/17) 

N/A 

N/A 

Impacts 
1. Economic Impact (£)
- GVA
- Productivity

Annual/ 
Final 
programme 
report 

Cost Benefit Analysis, 
external evaluator’s 
calculation tool 

TBC 

* Baselines for outputs subject to change and will be formally set through JLTP4

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
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B2.3 Bus Passenger Information (Including `Real Time’ information) 

The provision and upkeep of information for bus passengers covering bus routes, 
frequencies and arrival times. Includes paper-based timetable information at bus stops 
and on-line, and the provision of a `Real Time’ passenger information (RTI) system, 
with electronic displays at stops predicting arrival times and available via a mobile 
phone app, as well as providing operating data to bus operators.   

Provision of general bus information is currently undertaken by the three constituent 
councils on behalf of WECA, and North Somerset Council. 

Intervention Lead Head of Transport 

Senior Responsible Officer Director of Infrastructure 

Logic Model 

Objectives: This activity aligns with the following objective as set out in our business 
plan: 

• Better links to reduce congestion and connect people

This activity also supports the following objectives as set out in the Bus strategy which 
has objectives nested within the Joint Local Transport Plan 4 (JLTP4) objectives, 
which are as follows: 

- Support sustainable economic growth
- Enable equality and improve accessibility
- Address poor air quality and take action against climate change
- Contribute to better health, wellbeing, safety and security
- Create better places

Bristol City Council manage the joint provision of RTI on behalf of WECA and North 
Somerset Council. RTI supplier performance is monitored through a separate, joint, 
board with officers nominated by Heads of Transport and WECA.   An upgrade to the 
RTI system has been part-funded through the WECA investment fund. 
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Bus Passenger Information - Logic Model 

Analytical Approach. 

Qualitative process focused research will provide insight into the delivery of bus 
passenger information, the monitoring data will be constantly reviewed to understand 
the effectiveness of the initiative and will be reviewed in relation to the 
recommendations coming from the Bus Strategy.   

Inputs 

• Approx. £85k for
undertaking of bus
strategy.

• Office support from
the constituent
councils, WECA and
North Somerset
Council.

• Funding pa for
provision of Real
Time Information
 

Activities 

• Provision and
management of RTI
led by BCC and
contracted to Idox

• Provision and
maintenance of
timetable displays

• Provision and
maintenance of web-
based information

• Formulation of new
Bus Information
Strategy underway
under Bus Strategy
work-stream.

Outputs 

• Provision and
updating of timetable
displays

• Provision of approx.
1,000 `Real Time’
Information displays
at key stops.

• Provision of web-
based material

Direct Outcomes 

• Reduced carbon
emissions from
transport

• Increased bus
passenger boarding
numbers

• Improved bus
passenger
satisfaction

• Reduction in
Nitrogen Dioxide
emissions in Air
Quality Management
Areas

Impacts 

• Reduced congestion

• Improved
connectivity

• Increased GVA

• Increased
Productivity

• Increased
employment and
access to job
opportunities
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Data Requirements 

Baselines due to be confirmed in early 2019 once new RTI system and reporting tools 
are in place. 

Metric Frequency Source Baseline 
Inputs 
1. Percentage of bus stops with up to

date timetable information. 

2. Percentage of bus stops provided with
a `real time’ information screen.

3. Reliability of RTI system.

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

RTI monitoring 
reports/UAs 

RTI monitoring 
reports/UAs 

RTI monitoring 
reports/UAs 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

Outputs 
1. Percentage of bus passengers

satisfied or very satisfied with bus 
service information 

Annual Transport Focus 
survey 

TBC 

Outcomes* 
1. Reduced carbon emissions from

transport 

2. Increased bus passenger boarding
numbers

3. Improved passenger satisfaction.

4. Reduction in Nitrogen Dioxide
emissions in Air Quality Management
Areas

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

UK local authority and 
regional carbon 
dioxide emissions 
national statistics 

DfT, Table BUS0106 

Transport Focus 
survey 

Local Authority AQMA 
surveys 

1122.2 kt 
CO2 
(2016) 

64.7m 
(2016/17) 

N/A 

N/A 

Impact 
1. Economic Impact (£) Annual/ Final 

Report 
Cost Benefit Analysis, 
external evaluator’s 
calculation tool. 

TBC 

* Baselines for outputs subject to change and will be formally set through JLTP4

Part of the RTI programme has been funded through the Single Investment Fund, this 
was approved by the WECA committee in October 2017.  Details of the M&E 
arrangements for this funding are set out in the Business Case which can be viewed 
online. 

Resources 

Local Authority and WECA officers are responsible for the collection of monitoring 
data in relation to the activities of the Transport Authority in achieving the objectives 
set in JLTP4.  Additional resource to support more detailed evaluations on aspects of 
the Transport Authority have yet to be determined. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/WECA-Committee-30-Ocotober-Combined-papers-PUBLIC.pdf
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Dissemination Strategy 

An annual progress report on the JLTP 4 will be produced incorporating a summary of 
delivery of capital-funded transport schemes across the area and their performance 
against the JLTP4 indicators as set out above.  The annual progress report will be 
taken to the Infrastructure Advisory Board and Joint Committee, as well as being 
published online. 
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Appendix C: Housing and Planning 
C1. Strategic Policy Framework for Planning and Housing 

The Planning and Housing team are working to progress and integrate statutory and 
non-statutory strategic plans, strategies and other frameworks to assess needs and 
influence and better manage investment and delivery of housing, jobs and economic 
development and supporting infrastructure in line with broader sub-regional 
aspirations.  

This includes working to support strategic planning through evidence base 
commissioning, technical advice, facilitation and project management [preparation of 
an Infrastructure and Investment Delivery Plan (IIDP) and work to ensure alignment 
and complementarity with for example, the LIS, Energy Strategy and Joint Local 
Transport Plan. 

A Joint Green Infrastructure (GI) Strategy is also in preparation to ensure that the 
multi-functional benefits of green infrastructure to support sustainable growth and 
climate change emergency are also properly understood, planned for and 
incorporated into the strategic planning policy framework. 

The scope of the Mayoral Spatial Strategy (SDS) has yet to be determined but will be 
informed by the specific spatial development strategy regulations and the need to 
demonstrate additionality to other statutory and non-statutory plans, where possible 
supporting additional and accelerated housing and employment development in line 
with the Combined Authority’s prioritisation of delivery.  

Intervention Lead Head of Regional Housing and Planning 

Senior Responsible Officer: Director of Infrastructure 

Logic Model 

Objectives: This activity supports the following objectives as set out in our business 
plan: 

• Enabling the required housing growth in the region promoting affordability and
an appropriate housing mix

• Deliver employment spaces to meet the needs of business and communities

This work is undertaken alongside the transport team to ensure objective 1 is 
delivered – “better links to reduce congestion and connect people” 
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Strategic Policy Framework – Outline Logic Model 

Inputs 

• Legislation and
national planning
policy relating to
plan-making, climate
change, environment
and infrastructure
planning

• Adopted local plans
• Climate change

emergency
resolutions

• Engagement and
consultation
regarding needs,
opportunities and
constraints.

• National and EU
Policy will guide the
GI Plan

Activities 

As outlined above 

Outputs 

• Co-ordinated non
statutory and
statutory plans,
strategies, action
plans and
frameworks including
the over-arching IIDP
to provide strategic
spatial vision and
prioritisation and
support bids and
investment decisions

• Adopted statutory
development plans
(and pre-cursor
documents which
may be given weight
in formal decision-
making) containing
strategic policies
relating to homes,
jobs and
infrastructure against
which planning
applications can be
assessed and
development
enabled.

Direct Outcomes 

• Healthy housing and
affordable housing
pipeline (5-year
housing supply) and
housing delivery as
defined by government
policy leading towards
a substantial increase
in stock [subject to
market conditions and
other external factors]

Employment
floorspace protected
and provided in
quantum, quality and
location that meets
business needs
appropriately

• Increase in multi-
benefit infrastructure
spending in the West
of England, delivering
against strategic
projects and
programmes and
responding to the
climate change
emergency

Impacts 

• Improved affordability of housing options and other
improved matching of need and supply.
Improvements in productivity, continued [but
cleaner] economic growth

• Improved access to opportunity and employment to
contribute to reducing the inequality gap.

• Improved or enhanced sustainability (transport,
clean growth and biodiversity proxies, plus climate
change resilience)
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Analytical Approach 
Outputs are tracked and reviewed through normal work programme and project 
management review processes and the monitoring of the plan(s) will be in accordance 
with requirements to deliver an annual monitoring report and for statutory plan review 
The qualitative and quantitative technical and engagement evidence base will be 
reviewed on an ongoing basis and will itself assist in monitoring the policies and wider 
statutory and non-statutory framework for their effectiveness.   
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Data Requirements 
Metric Frequency Source Baseline/benchmark 
Outcomes: 
1. Housing completions*

2. Housing commitments (with
planning permission or allocated).**

3. Affordable housing completions-by
tenure *

4. Affordable housing commitments. *
* used in housing delivery test; **
used with * to compile 5-year
housing supply

5. Employment completions (against
evidence base/policy benchmark)

6. Employment commitments

7. Floorspace losses

8. Biodiversity gain

9. Infrastructure spend by theme

Annually UA policy teams 
and collated at 
WECA 

UA policy teams 
and collated at 
WECA 

Benchmarks are 
current policies or 
latest evidence base. 

Baseline for 5-year 
housing supply is 
current monitoring 
year.  

Housing Delivery 
Test uses a rolling 3-
year average linked 
to the housing 
requirement 
benchmark (policy or 
standard 
methodology). 
Infrastructure spend 
baseline is April 2018 

Impacts: 
1. Market Indicators

• House price to earnings ratio
• Employment floorspace

rents/prices and vacancy
levels

• Economic growth (GVA)
• Productivity growth

2, IMD 
• access to housing and

services indicator
income and employment indicators 

4. Needs assessments
including degree of self-
containment,

5. Congestion, carbon and
connectivity indicators (see
transport).

6. Climate change resilience
indicators to be
determined.

 As required 
to support 
statutory 
and non-
statutory 
strategic 
frameworks 
(statutory 
plan 
maximum 5-
year 
intervals); 
interim 
intelligence 
through 
ongoing 
engagement 
and as 

WECA and UA 
policy teams with 
input from 
consultants as 
necessary drawing 
on commercial data 
and modelling; also, 
regular engagement 
with relevant 
stakeholders. 

 As above 

N.B Monitoring surveys have been carried out by the constituent authorities as of April 2018; at time
of writing the outputs have yet to be collated for the West of England.
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Resource 

Monitoring activity is supported by planning research and monitoring officers in each 
of the constituent UAs supported by WECA officers who are working on streamlined 
systems to build a West of England housing and planning monitoring resource. 
Officers meet quarterly through the Joint Planning Data Officers Group to share best 
practice and ensure consistency in approach. Where monitoring forms part of wider 
technical evidence base work and engagement, wider corporate and specialist 
consultancy support may be drawn upon, though engagement and review also occurs 
through various working groups, boards and partnerships which form part of normal 
Housing and Planning Team activity (e.g. the Green Infrastructure working Group and 
Strategic Solutions Panel). 

Dissemination Strategy 

Individual Authority Monitoring reports are produced by the constituent UAs and 
published online typically on an annual basis; building a West of England monitoring 
resource will also apply Open Data principles where appropriate to datasets compiled 
locally.  There is an ultimate intention to bring together the findings into an annual 
West of England Monitoring Report. Details are to be finalised and once confirmed the 
annual monitoring report and any evaluation report(s) will be taken to the Housing and 
Planning Board and published online. Information is also published as part of technical 
evidence base as appropriate.  
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C2. Housing Delivery 

There are a number of devolved powers which provide a toolkit to assist in addressing 
blockages to unlock or accelerate the delivery of housing in addition to those above; 
these are: 

• Creation of Mayoral Development Corporations, with planning and land
assembly powers, to support delivery of strategic sites in the city-region.

• Ability to undertake land assembly and implement Compulsory Purchase Order
powers, to be exercised by the Mayor from May 2017.

• Powers to call-in applications for strategic cross-boundary linear development
arising from the Mayoral Spatial Strategy (upon adoption of that Strategy).

Core work of the Housing and Planning team beyond the strategic planning set out 
above presently includes preparing business cases to secure funding to assist in 
delivery and convening partnerships to draw together different aspects of delivery 
expertise and capacity to proactively investigate, anticipate and overcome delivery 
issues to best effect.  The work activities of the team that support this as listed at 
Objective 3 of the Business Plan:  

• Delivering the Housing Package (agreed with Govt March 2018), including
through strategic masterplanning and land acquisition

• Housing Infrastructure Fund bid of £250m- supporting the preparation and
ongoing development of a robust business case

• Convening and programme management of the Joint Assets Board and
associated strategic asset management process relating to public land

• Convening a strategic partnership (the Housing Delivery Board) to progress
housing delivery agendas including identifying opportunities to best use and
scale up innovation.

A strategic approach will identify opportunity areas where these tools may be helpfully 
deployed, the most appropriate tool will be used relative to whatever a scheme needs 
to be brought forward. 

Intervention Lead Head of Regional Housing and Planning 

Senior Responsible 
Officer 

Director of Infrastructure 
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Logic Model 

Objectives. This activity supports the following objective as set out in our business 
plan: 

Enabling the required housing growth in the region promoting affordability and an 
appropriate housing mix. 

Housing Delivery – Outline Logic Model 

Analytical Approach 
Outputs are tracked and reviewed through normal work programme and project 
management review processes and the monitoring of housing delivery will be in 
accordance with requirements set by the Government, presently the Housing Delivery 
Test. In addition, qualitative process focused research through ongoing engagement 
will provide insight into how planning powers/tools can help bring forward and unlock 
development sites to market more quickly and if the powers/tools increase capacity to 
contribute to housing completion targets; these will be used to evaluate and review 
activity on an ongoing basis. 

Inputs 

• National and Local
Policy Framework-

• Business planning by
developers and other
investors (e.g.
Homes England)

• Innovative products
and processes
relating to housing
delivery
 

Activities 

• As above.

Outputs 

• As above (in
strategic planning
logic model) plus:

• Successful HIF bid
• West of England

Estates Strategy
• IIDP action plan

• Design quality
learning and process
improvements
including strategic
masterplans for key
sites

Direct Outcomes 

• As above (in
strategic planning
logic model –
housing measures)
with the particular
expectation of
greater delivery of
affordable housing
units and improved
and sustained
housing delivery
performance with
evidence of
acceleration

• Improved, consistent
quality of design

Impacts 

• Improved quality and affordability of housing
options

• Inclusive growth and sustainability improvements
as above
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WECA will continue to work with BEIS, the What Works Centre for Local Economic 
Growth and other partners to develop appropriate evaluation techniques looking into 
the effectiveness of the tools used to support housing delivery. From discussions to 
date monitoring and evaluation activities could include a focus the following: 

a) Influence on the prioritisation of sites or interventions; where possible
comparisons will be made with similar areas/sites which have not been subject
to the intervention.  This will include:

i. Speed of planning decision
ii. Completions (Dwelling or floorspace) alongside anticipated phasing
iii. Timeliness of commencement on site
iv. Infrastructure works required and phasing of delivery
v. Access to funding

b) Allow comparison in the effectiveness of policy interventions between similar
sites

Data Requirements 

The data requirements will vary by project and the focus of the evaluation which have 
yet to be determined given their early stage, though many will overlap with those 
outlined under the strategic planning logic model relating to housing numbers, housing 
need, inclusive growth and sustainability.  However, in addition, the following are 
potential metrics: 

Metric Frequency Source Baseline 

Outcomes: 
1. Schemes receiving design award

nominations or other positive external 
recognition (e.g. Building for Life 12 
assessment)  

Annually UA policy teams and 
collated at WECA April 2019 

Impacts: 
1. Economic Impact (£)

2. Social Impact - well being

Final 
Report 

Cost-Benefit Analysis 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

Resources 

See strategic planning.  As It anticipated that the evaluation of the impact on housing 
delivery and whether it is being accelerated is incorporated into the anticipated sub-
regional data collation and consistency function within the WECA Planning and 
Housing team. 

Dissemination Strategy 

As for strategic planning.  
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Appendix D: Employment & Skills 

D1. Adult Education Budget 

Responsibility for the 19+ Adult Education Budget (AEB), was devolved to WECA from 
the academic year 2019/20, with the aim to provide more tailored programmes for 
adults aged 19+. 

Intervention Lead Education Partnership Manager 

Senior Responsible Officer Head of Business and Skills 

Logic Model 

This activity supports the following objectives as set out in our business plan: 

• Improving skills and knowledge supply to meet existing and future demands
• A joined-up education, employment and skills system that meets the region’s

business needs

As the Local Outcome Agreement is developed the logic model will be developed 
further to reflect locally distinctive outcomes. 

Adult Education Budget - Outline Logic Model 

 

Data Requirements 

Inputs 

• Funding

Activities 

• Managing grant
payments

• Engaging with
providers and
employers

• Recruitment of Staff

• Development of
Local Outcome
Agreements

• Development of
Implementation Plan

Outputs 

• Grant Payments

• Local Outcome
Agreements (LOA)

• Implementation
Plan

Direct Outcomes 

Development of locally 
distinctive LOA and 
implementation plan 
which reflects the 
needs of the economy, 
developed in 
partnership with local 
employers. 

Impacts 

• Sustained job
outcomes

• Policy insights

• Increased
Productivity 

• Increased
Employment

25
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In the first year of landing AEB the following data will be monitored; and added to once 
the function has been landed successfully and locally distinctive outcomes identified. 

Metric Frequency Source Baseline 
Inputs: 
1. Investment

Quarterly / 
Yearly 
Total 

Programme Manager £0 

1. Expenditure

2. Agreed LOAs

3. Implementation Plan

Quarterly 

Annual 

Annual 

Programme Manager 

Agreed through WECA 
Committee 

Agreed through WECA 
Committee 

£ 

0 

From 2021 
onwards 

The direct outcomes and impacts of AEB will be subject to detailed Evaluation 
considering but not limited to looking at: 

• Productivity
• Social mobility
• Employment

And will seek to address the following questions: 
1. How well has AEB worked in terms of processes and achieving desired

outcomes?
2. What impact has AEB had on local skills delivery?
3. Has the devolution of AEB worked?

Resources  
A full-time data analyst is being recruited as part of the team to support AEB, their role 
will include the monitoring and evaluation.  Once the team is in post a decision will be 
made on the resources required to undertake independent evaluation. 

Dissemination of findings 

Monitoring updates and the final evaluation report of the AEB programme will be 
disseminated to the Skills Advisory Board and WECA Committee as appropriate.  It 
will also be made publicly available on the WECA website and shared we key 
partners. 
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D2. Growth Hub 

Monitoring and Evaluation Framework for Growth Hubs – 2019-2020 

Introduction 

This framework has been refreshed to ensure that Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) 
through their Growth Hubs are collecting the right data in the right way to a) maximise their 
operational performance and impact, and b) to demonstrate “what works” in order to inform 
future BEIS and wider national and local policy thinking. 

Evaluating the long-term impact of Growth Hub activities involves linking firm-level data to 
Government administrative data and tracking the effect on such things as business turnover 
and employee numbers over a period of many years.  However, BEIS also needs to report on 
short/medium term outcomes to demonstrate what is being achieved today, which is why our 
data requirements also include summary (i.e. aggregated) statistics of the number of firms 
benefiting from the different levels of support and advice that is accessible via Growth Hubs.  

This framework therefore sets out: 

• The categories of support by “intensity level”;

• The aggregate statistics and firm-level data items that LEPs (via Growth Hubs) will
need to collect and report into BEIS on an annual (and ad-hoc) basis;

• Why these statistics are valuable to both BEIS, LEPs and Growth Hubs;

• Roles / responsibilities; and

• Data privacy considerations.

This framework should be seen as the minimum set of data to collect and LEPs (via Growth 
Hubs) are encouraged to collect any additional data that they believe will help them 
operationally (e.g. linked to ERDF and other programmes) and to illustrate their wider impact, 
particularly on business growth and productivity in LEP areas and natural clusters such as the 
Northern Powerhouse and Midlands Engine. 

Reflecting on LEP and Growth Hub feedback on the previous framework, we have sought to 
align the core metrics more closely with European requirements and refined our ask to further 
reduce the data burden, recognising the variety of Growth Hub models and typologies that are 
currently in place. 
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This paper also incorporates examples of best practice from LEPs and Growth Hubs who are 
operating a data-driven approach and who have already realised the value (for both 
operational and evaluation purposes) of good data collection, usage and analysis. 

Intervention Intensity 

The key factor determining the aggregate statistics and firm-level data LEPs are required to 
report is the “intensity level” of the support the Growth Hub has provided to a business.  
Recognising that, in practice the intensity of support exists on a continuum (both in terms of 
time spent with a business and in terms of the nature of support), the following categories are 
thought to be a practical way of measuring the support provided. 

• “Light touch” – transactional interactions with Growth Hubs which do not consume
significant dedicated resource.  Examples:

o telephone enquiries and basic signposting
o face-to-face appointments (involving very light-touch diagnostics)
o web-based interactions (e.g. contact form, user registration to members area,

use of live chat, online diagnostic tools, message through social media) [note:
only interactive actions should be counted – not passive actions like views of
a web page]

o Attendance at Growth Hub organised events, festivals, conferences or pop-ups
etc. (NB these are large events that deliver high-level information around
business support/advice options. They are not more intensive workshops.)

o Other contact medium not listed above

• “Medium intensity” – interactions which use moderate Growth Hub resource
(approximately 1-hour plus) and which broadly aligns with the point in the customer
journey at which GH start collecting basic firm-level data.  Example:

o business diagnostic with Growth Hub advisor/ business attendance at a
support workshop

o referral to business support schemes and programmes (local and national)

• “High intensity” – interactions representing sustained support and using significant
Growth Hub resource, broadly aligned to the EU 12-hour metric for “Enterprise
Support”1.  Examples:

o businesses with managed accounts

o services / support directly provided by Growth Hub

LEPs on behalf of their Growth Hubs are required to report aggregated statistics (set out 
below) for firms who have only benefited from “Light touch” interactions. 

1

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/672407/ES
IF-GN-1-002_ERDF_Output_Indicators_Definition_Guidance_v5.pdf 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/672407/ESIF-GN-1-002_ERDF_Output_Indicators_Definition_Guidance_v5.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/672407/ESIF-GN-1-002_ERDF_Output_Indicators_Definition_Guidance_v5.pdf
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LEPs on behalf of their Growth Hubs are required to report aggregated statistics and firm-level 
data (detailed later) for firms who have benefited from “Medium intensity” or “High intensity” 
interactions. 

Aggregated Statistics 

BEIS requires the following information from Growth Hubs via LEPs every six months via the 
Bi-Annual and end of year Growth Hub Annual Reporting process, which covers all 
interactions with businesses and individuals (including those at group events, business 
festivals and pop-ups). The data gathered at the Bi-Annual report will cover the first six 
months of a funding period. The data gathered at the Annual report will cover the full 
year funding period. 

Notes: Businesses should be counted only once i.e. they will either appear under light 
intensity, medium intensity or high intensity categories.2 

Measures such as “combined turnover” or “combined employee numbers” should only include 
the local business office receiving support (in the case of multi-site businesses).  They will be 
calculated by aggregating the values recorded at firm-level.  They should be the most recent 
values held by the LEP/GH at the point of reporting. Please ensure you are not accidently 
double-counting this information. 

Measures such as “total number of referrals” do not need to reflect whether (or not) the 
referral was taken up. 

• Total number of unique businesses that have been supported (i.e. receiving light,
medium or high intensity support as defined above) by the Growth Hub in the
defined period (6 or 12 months)

• Number of businesses that have received ‘Light touch’ triage, information and/or
signposting support

• Number of individuals/pre-starts interacted with who have received ‘light touch’ triage,
information and/or signposting support.

• Number of businesses receiving ‘Medium intensity’ information, diagnostic and
brokerage support. 

• Combined turnover (amount £) of businesses receiving ‘Medium intensity’
information, diagnostic and brokerage support.

• Combined employee numbers (FTE) of businesses receiving ‘Medium intensity’
information, diagnostic and brokerage support.

2 BEIS understands some LEPs/Growth Hubs have difficulty de-duping their CRM systems, therefore we have 
requested an additional statistic on the total number of unique businesses supported in a given period. 
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• Number of businesses receiving ‘High intensity’ support i.e. sustained support and
using significant Growth Hub resource.

• Combined turnover (amount £) of businesses receiving ‘High intensity’ support i.e.
sustained support and using significant Growth Hub resource.

• Combined employee numbers (FTE) of businesses receiving ‘High intensity’ support
i.e. sustained support and using significant Growth Hub resource.

• Total number of businesses that have received ‘Medium’ and ‘High intensity’ support
that, have the opportunity, ambition and greatest potential to grow, or that could be
classified as potential Scale- Ups using the definition provided below:

o The aspiration and potential with support to deliver significant turnover growth
over the next three-year period of at least 50%, and who have at least 5 staff in
the current period.

• For ‘Medium’ and ‘High’ intensity interventions only, the tabulated responses to the
satisfaction question “How would you rate your overall satisfaction with the
support provided by the Growth Hub?” rated on a five-point scale3. A survey
approach is sufficient4.

• Total number of referrals to a mentoring programme (note: a combined figure for
‘Medium’ and ‘High’ intensity interventions only).

• Total number of referrals to a skills or training programme (note: a combined figure for
‘Medium’ and ‘High’ intensity interventions only).

• Total number of referrals to a finance and/or funding programme (note: a combined
figure for ‘Medium’ and ‘High’ intensity interventions only).

• Total number of referrals to an innovation and/or R&D programme (note: a combined
figure for ‘Medium’ and ‘High’ intensity interventions only).

• Total number of referrals to an export/import support programme (e.g. DiT) (note: a
combined figure for ‘Medium’ and ‘High’ intensity interventions only).

3 (1 Very Dissatisfied- very poor, 2 Somewhat Dissatisfied - poor, 3 Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied- average, 4 
Somewhat Satisfied - good, 5 Very Satisfied – excellent) 
4 Acknowledging that at the point of reporting, customer satisfaction data may not yet have been received for all 
businesses supported. 
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Firm-level Data 

The following tables set out the minimum data to be collected for all businesses5 benefiting 
from either “Medium intensity” or “High intensity” support from the Growth Hub.  Annex 1 
provides rationales for collecting each data type.  Note:  BEIS will distribute an annual review 
spreadsheet template to assist LEPs and their Growth Hubs in collecting firm-level data. 

Business details and unique identifiers 

Type Format Notes 

1.1 Contact name Free text 

(no character limit) 

1.2 Contact e-mail address Free text 

(no character limit) 

1.3 Contact telephone number Free text 

(no character limit) 

1.4 Business name Free text 

(no character limit) 

Validate with lookup service 

1.5 Company Registration 
Number 

(CRN) 

Issued by Companies 
House 

8-digit number

or 2 upper case letters and 
6 digits 

e.g. 89675265

e.g. SL007945

Find/validate with lookup service 

If not a limited company and 
lookup failed, then leave blank 

If company is being registered 
soon, collect this once 
registered 

1.6 HMRC VAT Registration 
number (VRN) 

[only needed if no CRN 
reference is available] 

9 digits 

e.g. 123456789

Found on business VAT 
certificate 

Validate with lookup service 

5 “Businesses” throughout this paper excludes individuals in the pre-start up or pre-registration stage 

https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/vies/
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Find VAT service from name 

If not VAT registered then leave 
blank 

1.7 HMRC employers PAYE 
reference number 

(not accounts office 
reference) 

[Only needed if CRN or 
VAT references are not 
available] 

DDD/LDDDDD 

or  

DDD/LLDDDDD 

e.g.  135/A56789

e.g.  135/AB56789

L = Letter (upper case) 

D = Digit 

Also called Employer reference 

It can be found on HMRC 
business ePAYE letters OR by 
asking an accountant 

If not employing anyone on 
payroll then leave blank 

1.8 Number of FTE employees 
at local business’s office 
receiving support 

Decimals allowed. 

e.g. 13.5

Full time, part time and 
subcontractors only 

1.9 Turnover (£) XXX,XXX Total income/sales 

1.10 Full address of local 
business’s office receiving 
support 

Free text 

(no character limit) 

1.11 Postcode of business local 
business’s office receiving 
support 

Free text 

(max 8 characters) 

1.12 Is this a multi-site business “Yes” or “no” 

1.13 Brief description of what 
the business does 

Free text 

(100 words max) 

The product/service it delivers. 
The customers it serves. 

http://vat-search.co.uk/
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1.14 Growth/Scale-up potential Free text 

(100 words max) 

Brief description of the firm’s 
levels of ambition and potential 
to grow 

1.15 Month business started 
trading 

MM/YYYY Month the business first started 
making sales 

Provides an objective measure 
of the maturity of the business 

Notes: 

In relation to unique business identifiers:  Only one of CRN, VAT registration or PAYE 
reference number need be collected.  For non-employers, who are not limited companies, and 
who are below the VAT threshold, all three fields can be left blank. 

Summary of support 

Type Format Notes 

1.16 Cumulative length of 
interaction since very first 
contact with the Growth 
Hub 

Hours (whole number 
digits) 

Roundup to nearest hour 

1.17 Summary of what support 
the business says it needs 

Free text 

(no character limit) 

What is the nature of their 
enquiry and subsequent 
business need 

Support given in each interaction (1 or more) - Separate spreadsheet cells for each 
interaction 

1.18 Type of support Free text 

(no character limit) 

Brief description of the support 
given during an interaction.   

Examples: Diagnostic, Referrals, 
Answer question, Ongoing 
support, Follow up. 
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A single interaction can involve 
several types of support. 

1.19 Date of this support DD/MM/YYYY This is the date of interaction 
with the GH (not the date a 
referral is taken up). 

Notes: 

Some CRM systems can more easily report at the level of project (or project stage/output). 
This being the case, it is sufficient to record/describe each project (or project stage/output) 
completed and the completion date. 

Referrals and signposting (0 or more) - Separate spreadsheet cells for each referral 

Type Format Notes 

1.20 Name of referral program / 
service 

Free text 

(no character limit) 

Included all referrals of any kind 
made by the hub. 

1.21 Purpose of referral Free text 

(no character limit) 

e.g. developing management
capabilities, access to finance,
recruiting technical skills

1.22 Date of referral? DD/MM/YYYY 

1.23 Was the referral accepted 
and taken up?  

Free text 

(no character limit) 

If known, please record whether 
a referral was “accepted” or “not 
progressed”. 

If pending, please record as 
“pending”. 

If not known, please record as 
“unknown”. 

1.24 Notes about this referral 
(optional) 

Free text 

(no character limit) 
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Data Security, Privacy and Data Sharing 

Growth Hub customers who receive “medium” and “high” intensity support should be informed 
that their data will be shared with BEIS for research and evaluation purposes only. Growth 
Hubs via LEPs will therefore need to ensure that any data sharing agreement must enable 
information on recipients to be shared with BEIS. This is to enable the use of data for 
matching to other public and commercial datasets for the purposes of evaluating and 
monitoring the ongoing impact of Growth Hubs. The following is an example of the agreement 
that has been used for other programmes and provides an indication of what will be required. 
LEPs will need to check that they are suitable in their own circumstances. 

‘The use of the Business’s information may include matching to other data sources to 
understand more about organisations like yours and general patterns and trends, 
although the business’s data will not be published or referred to in a way which 
identifies any individual or business. If the business has any questions in relation to 
how the information the business provides, and in particular any personal data, will be 
processed and disclosed please contact xxxxx’ 

LEPs will need to ensure that the Growth Hub has put in place appropriate data protection 
arrangements in line with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Data 
Protection Act 2018 as laid out in the national LEP Assurance Framework. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

BEIS will conduct a high-level, over-arching evaluation of the Growth Hub policy, using the 
firm-level intervention data collected from LEP and/or Growth Hub CRM systems. This may 
consider groups of similar LEPs / interventions, different Growth Hub typologies or leveraged 
in alternative sources of funding.  However, it is unlikely to focus on any one particular LEP 
area or type of business intervention. This leaves the responsibility for evaluation at this level 
with the LEP itself. BEIS remains happy to advise on evaluations and recommends that LEPs 
engage with us at the beginning of the funding period. 

BEIS will continue to act as a central focal point for sharing best practice between Growth 
Hubs, facilitated by the Growth Hubs Steering Group (Customer Insight & Data), and is happy 
to be approached for advice on monitoring, evaluation, the design of marketing materials and 
CRM systems or other analytical support. BEIS may distribute analysis of local business 
populations and business needs and help to “link” Growth Hub data to other datasets to help 
LEPs develop their Growth Hub strategies and targeting.  Additionally, BEIS will distribute an 
annual review spreadsheet template to assist LEPs and their Growth Hubs in collecting firm-
level data. 

As Growth Hubs (those funded by BEIS) are led and governed by LEPs, LEPs are therefore 
responsible for both day-to-day monitoring of performance and wider strategic, process and 
impact evaluations of their activities – including value for money at a local intervention level. 
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LEPs are strongly encouraged to develop a robust evidence base6  of the value of their 
Growth Hubs to ensure that they can demonstrate impact ahead of any future bids for public 
sector funding. Growth Hubs are encouraged to take a scientific approach to interacting with 
customers and to develop evidence of “what works”. 

Further Information 

If you have any questions (including analytical) in the first instance please contact Zoe 
Hawthorne or Stuart Roddam. 

ANNEX 1 (Rationale for data collection) 

• What: Contact name, telephone number, email address
Why: Future contact is more likely to succeed with a named contact to call back.

• What: Business name, trading address (including postcode)
Why: For direct mail, site visits, event planning and geographical analysis

• What: Companies House Reference Number, VAT Number and /or PAYE Number
Why: These help to uniquely identify businesses, especially useful where businesses
have common names. Data matching can be used to generate an analysis of the
growth and behaviours of your customers, to enable targeting and marketing services
more effectively.

• What: Interaction type, dates of interaction, time spent with business
Why: A record of previous interactions helps case managers to assess a business
maturity and allows analysis of which types of businesses are seeking which advice.
Enables operational benefits such as automatically scheduled call-backs X months
after the previous interaction which secure repeat business and are useful for building
relationships and “closing the loop” on growth hub activity.  Not only useful
management information for resourcing, but very strongly recommended for Growth
Hubs applying for EU funding to satisfy their requirements.

• What: Description of business (maturity, sector, aspirations)
Why: So that Growth Hubs can understand their users and tailor their services
appropriately.  Local economies have different strategically important sectors and
knowing the firms sector allows for a comparison of growth hub support and activity
with local populations and LEPs strategies

• What: Services, schemes or partners to which clients are referred to e.g. Department
of International Trade.

• Why: Important for customer relationship management and sourcing of alternative
assistance, also provides evidence to inform engagement with other programme
owners. For evaluation can be source of counter factual group.

6 At the evaluation design stage (strongly recommended to be before implementation of a new type of 
intervention), the score of the evaluation on the Maryland scale should be considered and justified. 

mailto:zoe.hawthorne@beis.gov.uk
mailto:zoe.hawthorne@beis.gov.uk
mailto:stuart.roddam@beis.gov.uk
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D3. Future Bright 

1. Scheme background and context

Future Bright will support 3,000 residents in their endeavours to achieve career progression, helping them 
increase tangible work benefits and improve attitudes to work and motivation.  The project will also engage 
400 employers to promote good practice in recruitment and retention. £4m funding over three years provided 
by DWP from January 2018. Future Bright is managed by the West of England Combined Authority and 
delivered by the three Unitary Authorities. 

Milestone completion dates Baseline month/year 
DWP memorandum of understanding & data 
sharing agreement 

Nov - Dec 2017 

Local Authority grant agreements & data 
sharing agreements 

Nov 2017 

Customer journey, delivery model & toolkit – 
individual 

Nov - Jan 
 2017 

IT security and information governance Nov - Jan 
2017 

Delivery team recruitment Nov - Dec 
2017 

Evaluation strategy Dec 2017 

Communications, Marketing, Website Dec 2017 

Procurement – CRM database & evaluation Jan - Feb 
2018 

Full delivery roll-out - individual Jan - Feb 
2018 

Customer journey, delivery model & toolkit – 
employer engagement 

Feb - Mar 
2018 

Full delivery roll-out – employer Feb 2018 

DWP review of eligibility criteria Dec 2018 

Revised eligibility communications campaign 
– website, bus, press, radio

Q3 2018-19 

Interim evaluation report Jan - Feb 
2019 

Final evaluation report Feb - Mar 
2020 
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2. Logic Model

Context and Rationale 

• Welfare reform measures will enable people to work a wider range of hours and still receive a benefits ‘top up’
• There is little evidence of ‘what works’ for interventions aimed specifically at supporting those who are in work to progress
• Most of the available evidence looks at working with specific sectors to improve progression pathways and encourage a culture of upskilling
• There are a range of hard-to-fill vacancies in the West of England, some with existing progression pathways
• With the right information and support individuals can increase the number of hours they work or improve their salary / wages through training

Objectives Resources/ Input Activities Outputs Direct & Indirect Outcomes Impact 
• Person centred support and

coaching

• Increasing awareness and use of

support available

• Promoting in-work progression of

individuals

• Promoting improved health and

wellbeing

• Increasing financial independence

• Empowering individuals

• Unlocking inertia

• Working with employers

• Funding (£4m DWP)

• Aligned funding (£1.2m utilising

services already funded) 

• Local delivery teams – career

progression coaches, project support

officers and employment

engagement officers

• Expenditure on client responsive

budgets

• Developing and marketing the

programme

• Providing tailored support for those

experiencing in work poverty

• Engaging with employers and

business networks

• Managing payments

• Monitoring and reporting

• Expenditure on training and

personal budgets

• No. of referrals generated

• No. of people receiving support

• No. of employers engaged in

support of the project

• No. of participants increasing skills
• No. of participants increasing

incomes
• No. of participants with an

increase in wellbeing, confidence
and motivation to progress

• No. of participants with an
increase in basic skills, job search
skills, and knowledge of support
available

• No. of participants with an
increase in employment security,
flexibility, and employer
supportiveness

• No. of participants with a
reduction in the amount of in-
work benefits being claimed

• No. of employers offering good
jobs, with flexible and secure
contracts and fair pay

• No. of employers reporting
improved employee engagement,
reduced absenteeism, and more
successful recruitment and
retention of staff

• Increased GVA

• Increased productivity

• Learning on in-work progression

from all stakeholders

• Social Value Added
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3. Evaluation design and methodologies
Employment Support Innovation Pilot – Future Bright: Evaluation Strategy

Project summary 

The DWP funded innovation pilot Future Bright will work with 3,000 residents in the West of England 
Combined Authority who are in work on low incomes and 400 employers to understand and help overcome 
barriers to making progress in the workplace.  

Referrals will be generated through social housing landlords, councils and community organisations who can 
facilitate engagement with their tenants and customers who claim eligible in-work benefits to top up their 
incomes: Working Tax or Child Tax Credits, Housing Benefit, means-tested Council Tax Reduction, Universal 
Credit, Income Support, Job Seekers Allowance and Employment Support Allowance. (The latter four benefits 
were added to eligibility criteria in October 2018.) 
A tailored and flexible community-based service will help individuals to identify their assets and barriers, and 
work together on a targeted plan to achieve their goals and fulfil their potential.  The plan will be holistic, 
helping the beneficiary reach solutions to a range of life issues including employability, communication, basic 
skills, health and wellbeing, money and debt, housing, transport, childcare and family issues through one-to-
one coaching and signposting to specialist support. A customer responsive budget will support any training or 
other relevant needs, with full use made of existing provision and support networks across the area.  
Beneficiaries will be empowered to explore progression options with their current employer, as well as 
considering wider local opportunities. 
The aim is to motivate and support individuals to increase their incomes and kick start their career progression 
journey.  This may be by finding ways to increase their hours, finding better paid work, or simply stabilising 
their incomes through more secure contracts. 
Employer Engagement within existing employer networks as well as with individual employers will promote the 
benefits of adopting good practice in recruitment and employment policies.  Feedback from employers will 
indicate what steps are achievable, as well as what they perceive to be barriers to supporting workplace 
progression. This work will identify and increase the supply of jobs locally with good career progression 
opportunities. 
Evaluation aims 

DWP are providing funding for a range of Employment Support Innovation Pilots to obtain fresh and critical 
insight into people who are in work and receiving in-work benefits to top up their income, including Future 
Bright for residents in the West of England Combined Authority.  Future Bright aims to provide robust evidence 
demonstrating how individual in-work progression into more sustainable and higher paid careers can be best 
supported.  Successful project outcomes will help maximise participation of our local workforce in the 
economy. 

A comprehensive set of data will be collected by the Career Progression Coaches at the beginning and end of 
each intervention, plus after 3 months for those whose support is longer than this. Follow up data for key 
targets will be requested from the database 6 and 12 months after engagement (where timelines allow), 
including self-assessed progression trackers to monitor levels of motivation, confidence, health and wellbeing.  
The action-research approach will find out and record perspectives from all key stakeholders: those 
experiencing ‘in-work poverty’, local employers, partner agencies such as housing services, learning and advice 
providers, creating written, audio and video case studies to promote and demonstrate impact of the project. 

External evaluators Centrifuge have been commissioned to analyse the quantitative and qualitative data, 
providing clear evidence on what elements of delivery have the most success with residents, and what the 
barriers are to employers creating the environment for career progression.  A cost/benefit analysis will also be 
executed.  
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Working hypotheses: 

Individuals 

Support to create and complete a tailored individual action plan, together with motivational and confidence 
building coaching where needed, will help people make progress in the workplace. 

Progression will be measured as: 

• An increase in wages in current job
• An increase in hours worked
• More stable hours contracted
• Increased skills or qualifications
• Decrease in benefits claimed
• Promotion with existing employer
• Obtaining a new job with a different employer

Qualitative measures for the individual will include: 

• Improving their perception of employability assets
• Increasing their motivation and commitment to progress in work
• Improving their job search skills
• Improving their confidence in the workplace
• Improving engagement with their employer
• Improving their contract security
• Increasing confidence in their basic skills, including IT skills
• Increasing confidence in their ability to manage on their income
• Increasing satisfaction with their work hours and flexibility
• Reducing the negative impact of work on their health and wellbeing
• Increasing their awareness of support available
• Increasing their satisfaction with their work overall

Employers 

More progression opportunities will be available in the workplace locally through engaging employers to 
demonstrate the benefits of offering good practice in recruitment and employment policies. 

Progression opportunities will be measured as: 

• Secure employment contracts
• Increase in guaranteed hours
• Reduction of zero hours contracts
• Advanced planning of shift patterns
• Living wage rather than minimum wage
• Learning & development / apprenticeship opportunities
• Policies on employee progression routes

Key Research Questions: 

Impact on Service Delivery 

1. Has our pilot added value in terms of integrating support which already exists?
2. Have we achieved increased outcomes for this group within the same envelope of funding?
3. What mechanisms work best when co-ordinating and/or integrating different support services provided

by the public sector and community partners?
4. Which services are needed?
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5. Which are the most effective in engaging and supporting targeted individuals to progress – including
the best mix of digital and face-to-face support?

6. Can providing more information about and access to a range of services, entitlements, and support
(which they could receive or purchase) help individuals move out of low income insecure employment?

Impact on Individuals 
1. How is the motivation and ambition to progress in employment best promoted and encouraged?
2. What are the main characteristics of those who progress?
3. What are the main characteristics of those who do not progress?
4. What are the views of participants on the services delivered and how they were delivered?
5. How can they be improved?
6. Can increased employability and higher earnings be achieved through increased self-belief and/or

motivation to take action and invest in skills development?
7. What features of the service delivery have had most impact on progression of individuals?

Employer evaluation 
1. Which services and communication channels best provide employers with an increased understanding

of the benefits of employee progression and retention?
2. Does working with employers increase the supply of jobs in our area which have support for progression

(advice, mentoring, training, etc.)?
3. Does working with employers improve access to flexible working practices for those that need it?
4. How can we best influence employer practices and behaviour, including use of zero hours contracts,

temporary contracts, and self-employment which do not sufficiently encourage staff training and
development?

5. How can we encourage employers to use HR practices which can increase security of employment and
working hours?

6. How can we encourage employers to offer more flexible working for parents and those with caring
responsibilities?

7. What are the main barriers for employers when considering improving HR practices and increasing
progression opportunities?

4. Data requirements

4.1 For schemes fully or part-funded via the Local Growth Fund only 
Not applicable 

4.2 Data collection methods 

Collection tools include checklists, progress trackers, surveys and interviews. 
All data will be captured on the project database, allowing interrogation of the data throughout to review 
activities and inform delivery processes. 
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4.3 Data collection and establishing the baseline 

Data collection will take place throughout the duration of the project, with operational data reviewed monthly, 
output reports produced quarterly, and impacts assessed in the annual evaluation reviews.   
Headline dates as summarised below.  

Metric 
(inc. Target) 

Unit Frequency Data source  
(& Responsibility) 

Baseline 
date 

Reporting to? 

Inputs 
Funding £ Quarterly Future Bright CRM, 

Programme Manager 
0 Quarterly 

Highlight 
Report 

Aligned funding £ Quarterly Future Bright CRM, 
Programme Manager 

0 Quarterly 
Highlight 
Report 

Appointed, trained and 
retained Career 
Progression Coaches, 
Employer Engagement 
Officers, Project Support 
Officers 

20 CPCs 
3 EEOs + 2 
outsourced 
3 PSO’s 

Quarterly Programme Manager 0 Quarterly 
Highlight 
Report 

Expenditure on overall 
project delivery –client 
responsive budgets 

£ Quarterly Future Bright CRM, 
Programme Manager 

0 Quarterly 
Highlight 
Report 

Outputs 
No. of referrals 
generated 

Number Quarterly Future Bright CRM, 
Programme Manager 

0 Quarterly 
Highlight 
Report 

No. of people receiving 
support 

Number Quarterly Future Bright CRM, 
Programme Manager 

0 Quarterly 
Highlight 
Report 

No. of employers 
engaged in support of 
the project 

Number Quarterly Future Bright CRM, 
Programme Manager 

0 Quarterly 
Highlight 
Report 

Outcomes and impacts 
No. of participants with 
increased skills through 
completing training 

Number Quarterly Future Bright CRM, 
Programme Manager 

0 Quarterly 
Highlight 
Report 

No. of participants with 
increased pay 

Number 6 monthly Participant surveys, 
Future Bright CRM, 
Evaluators 

0 Quarterly 
Highlight 
Report 

No. of participants with 
an increase in wellbeing, 
confidence and 
motivation to progress 

Number Annual Participant surveys, 
progress trackers, 
Future Bright CRM, 
Evaluators 

0 Annual 
evaluation 
report 

No. of participants with 
an increase in basic 
skills, job search skills, 
and knowledge of 
support available. 

Number Annual Participant surveys, 
progress trackers, 
Future Bright CRM, 
Evaluators 

0 Annual 
evaluation 
report 
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No. of participants with 
an increase in 
employment security, 
flexibility, and employer 
supportiveness 

Number Annual Participant surveys, 
progress trackers, 
Future Bright CRM, 
Evaluators 

0 Annual 
evaluation 
report 

No. of participants with 
a reduction in the 
amount of in-work 
benefits being claimed 

Number Annual Participant surveys, 
progress trackers, 
Future Bright CRM, 
Evaluators 

0 Annual 
evaluation 
report 

No. of employers 
offering good jobs with 
flexible and secure 
contracts and paying the 
living wage 

Number Annual Employer surveys, 
Future Bright CRM, 
Evaluators 

0 Annual 
evaluation 
report 

No. of employers 
reporting reduced 
absenteeism, attracting 
and retaining staff 

Number Annual Employer surveys, 
Evaluators 

0 Annual 
evaluation 
report 

5. Delivery plan

Monitoring data will be collected from participants at the start and end of their journey, plus mid-way for 
journeys over 3 months.  Follow up surveys will be issued 6 and 12 months after the journey ends.   
Funded Local Authority delivery partners will report on activity data from the database monthly, and on 
outcomes quarterly to accompany grant claims. WECA will also produce a quarterly report and reconcile 
internal expenditure quarterly with Finance. 

Written and video case studies will be compiled throughout the project to evidence the impact of the project 
on the careers, lives and families of individual participants.  
The data in the database, together with qualitative surveys undertaken by the external evaluators, will inform 
independent annual evaluation reports compiled annually in May, with the final report completed by June 
2020. 

6. Resourcing and Governance

External evaluators for Future Bright will be procured and will provide ongoing monitoring and evaluation 
support for Future Bright Plus – following all WECA procurement processes.  When the market was tested for 
suppliers, Centrifuge were identified as experienced in this sector and type of project.   
The budget for monitoring and evaluation includes £19,000 for the project database supplied by Lamplight, 
including support from PFIKS Digital Innovation for the online referral form that integrates with the database.  
GDPR compliance is built into participant engagement, with the Privacy Notice issued at an early stage as well 
as being available through the website. 
The evaluation budget is £40,000 over the 3 years, which includes: 

• Advising on project monitoring
• Providing feedback on service delivery including participant and delivery team surveys and interviews
• Analysing reports
• Production of annual evaluation reports

Evaluation is carried out primarily on the monitoring data input to the Lamplight project database.  Input to 
this is checked regularly by delivery managers with their teams, with periodic audits for completeness.  WECA 
also audit samples of data on a regular basis, with more comprehensive quarterly checks for accuracy and 
completeness. 
Centrifuge: 5 Juniper Walk, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE5 1UE, admin@centrifuge.coop. 

mailto:admin@centrifuge.coop
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7. Dissemination

Quarterly Monitoring Reports will be shared with the Future Bright Project Team and Skills Advisory Board; 
whilst the final evaluation report will also be taken to the WECA Committee.  It is intended that the final 
evaluation report will be made publicly available online and share with interested partners. 
Annual evaluation reports are shared with the evaluation board, delivery partners and funders, and used for 
ongoing development of the service and delivery process.  They form the basis of the annual project team 
awayday, facilitating workshops to celebrate successes and overcome barriers. 
WECA will own the evaluation documents and have control over circulation.  These may be circulated to a 
wider audience to share lessons with broader stakeholders at WECA’s discretion. 
Highlights from the evaluation reports will inform infographics prepared by WECA communications team which 
will be used for project promotion and information on WECA’s work. 
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REGIONAL INDICATORS
WECA tracks a small number of indicators 
across the region, across the priorities of 
our Operating Framework. The indicators 
summarise the state of the region for each 
priority area, and we expect the activities 
set out in this Business Plan to contribute to 
positive change. We do not have total control 
over these measures because many other 
factors play a role, but it is important we 
understand the current position.

The West of England’s economy is strong; 
however, in line with national trends, 
productivity growth has been slow in recent 
years.

As these indicators show, significant cuts to 
carbon emissions are needed to reach carbon 
neutrality. Most of the region’s emissions are 
generated from heating and transport, and 

the region still relies on fossil fuels for its 
electricity.

The region has continued to make progress 
on several indicators of inclusion: the gender 
pay gap has gradually fallen, more people 
are earning the Real Living Wage, and fewer 
residents are looking for work. However, 
there is a lot still to be done, as the number 
of people inactive but wanting work has risen 
slightly (from a low base) in the past year and 
the level of long-term health conditions is 
rising.

The region’s infrastructure remains under 
pressure, with relatively expensive housing 
and rising congestion. However, public 
transport usage has made encouraging 
progress in recent years.

Businesses in the West of England have 
relatively high survival rates and this has 
remained the case more recently as well as 
for the cohort started during the recession. 
In common with the UK, the region will need 
to raise levels of research and development 
investment to meet the Government’s target of 
2.4% of GDP.

The West of England has a highly-qualified 
workforce and the position has continued 
to improve in recent years. However, with a 
growing economy, as recognised in the Local 
Industrial strategy in some cases employers 
find it hard to find the skills they need. Not 
all residents are benefiting from this growth, 
particularly among young people. 
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Priority Area Indicator Where we are now Year Change in the last 
year

Change over 5 years (* 4 years; 
** 3 years) & UK comparison

Economic growth 1. Economic output (GVA) £33.5bn 2017 +2.0% WofE: +18.1%
UK: +20.1%

2. Productivity: output (GVA) per
hour worked

£33.70 2017 +1.8% WofE: 11.1%
UK: 11.1%

Climate emergency 3. CO2 emissions (production) 5,230kt
33% from business
35% from households
32% from transport

2017 -3.3% WofE: -23.6% per head from 2012
UK: - 25.2%

4. Locally generated renewable
electricity (& as a proportion
of total regional electricity
consumption)

477.7 GWh
(9%)

2018 
(2017)

+17% WofE: +110%*
UK: +71%*

Inclusive growth 5. Residents unemployed or
inactive and want a job

47,800 2018 +4% WofE: -35%
UK: -30%

6. Workers earning less than
Real Living Wage

17% 2019 -1.5 points WofE: -4.3 points
UK: -2.8 points (to 20%)

Inclusive growth 7. People aged 16+ suffering
with health conditions or
illnesses 12 months+

34% 2018 +1.5 points WofE: +4.9 points*
UK: +1.9 points*

8. Gender pay gap: gap in
women’s pay, as a proportion
of men’s

17% less (all workers)
9% less (full time)

2019 -2.5 points (all)
-2.9 points (FT)

WofE: -3 points (all); -4.2 points (FT)
UK: -1.9 points (all); -0.7 points (FT)

9. Working people from ethnic
minority backgrounds in
management or professional
roles

38%
(34% of white workers)

2019 -1.4 points WofE: +1.7 points
UK: +0.8 points
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Priority Area Indicator Where we are now Year Change in the last 
year

Change over 5 years (* 4 years; 
** 3 years) & UK comparison

Infrastructure 10. Affordable homes built 1,264 2018-19 +37% WofE: +87%
11. Public sector land released 10.22ha 2019-20 N/a N/a
12. Average house price as a

multiple of average earnings
8.8 2019 No change WofE: +1.8 points

England & Wales: +0.9 points (to 7.7)
13. Average delay on locally

managed ‘A’ roads (seconds
per vehicle per mile)

B&NES: 50.2
Bristol: 103.7
N. Somerset: 28.0
S. Gloucestershire: 43.3

2018 B&NES: +6.8%
Bristol: +2.8%
N. Somerset: -3.0%
S. Gloucestershire:
-1.2%

B&NES: +7.5%*
Bristol: +10.6%*
N. Somerset: +13.4%*
S. Gloucestershire: +6.7%*
England: +6.1%*

14. Bus trips per head per year 63.6 2017-18 +2.8% WofE: +39.7%
GB: -8.3% (to 78.3)

15. Rail station usage (journeys
to and from the region’s
stations)

26.9m 2017-18 -1.4% WofE: +18.5%
UK: +16.2%

16. Proportion of adults who travel at least once a week by:
– walking 48% 2017-18 -1 point England: 42%
– cycling 13% +1 point England: 6%

Business 17. Business start-ups as
proportion of existing
businesses

11% 2018 No change WofE: -2.3 points
UK: -1.2 points

18. Business start-ups surviving
five years

46% 2018 No change WofE: +1.1 points
UK: +0.7 points (to 42%)

19. Exports of goods and
services, as proportion of
total output

28% of GVA 2017 N/a UK: 33% of GVA

20. Investment in Research and
Development as proportion of
output (GVA)

1.7% 2015 N/a N/a
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Priority Area Indicator Where we are now Year Change in the last 
year

Change over 5 years (* 4 years; 
** 3 years) & UK comparison

Skills 21. Employers with hard-to-fill
vacancies

13% 2017 N/a UK: 8%

22. Qualifications: 16 - 64-year olds with:
– NVQ Level 4+ qualifications 46% 2018 -1.5 points WofE: +8.4 points

UK: +4.3 points (to 39.2%)
– No qualification at NVQ
Level 2 or higher

18% 2018 No change WofE: -4.5 points
UK: -2.6 points (to 25%)

23. 16-17-year olds not in
education, employment, or
training

6.6% 2018 No change WofE: +3.7 points
England: +1.6 points (to 5.5%)

24. Apprenticeship achievements
(learners)

5,057 2017-18 +1% WofE: +4.9%**
England: +5.8%**
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All figures relate to the West of England Local 
Enterprise Partnership area of Bath and North 
East Somerset, Bristol, South Gloucestershire, 
and North Somerset, unless otherwise 
specified.

Economic growth

1. Gross Value Added (balanced) [GVA(B)],
current prices, 2017. ONS, Regional Gross
Value Added, December 2018.

2. Nominal (smoothed) GVA(B) per hour
worked, 2017. ONS, Sub regional
Productivity, February 2019.

Climate emergency

3. End-use carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
at local authority level, kilotonnes, 2017.
Proportions for business, households and
transport are for emissions within the
scope of Local Authorities, excluding large
industrial sites, railways and motorways.
BEIS, UK Local CO2 emissions, June 2019;
WECA calculations.

4. Renewable energy generation at local
authority level, gigawatt hours, 2018. BEIS,
Regional renewable statistics, September
2019; BEIS, Sub-national total final energy
consumption statistics, September 2019;
WECA calculations.

Inclusive growth

5. Unemployment count plus count of
inactive people who want a job, Jan-Dec
2018. ONS, Annual Population Survey via
Nomis.

6. Proportion of employee jobs with hourly
pay below the living wage defined by
the Living Wage Foundation, 2019. ONS
calculations from Annual Survey of Hours
and Earnings, October 2019.

7. Proportion of people aged 16+ who have
health conditions or illnesses lasting
more than 12 months, Jan-Dec 2018. ONS,
Annual Population Survey via Nomis.

8. Gender pay gap: median reduction in
women’s average hourly earnings, relative
to men’s earnings, among all employee
jobs and among full time employee jobs,
for West of England residents, 2019. ONS,
Gender Pay Gap, October 2019.

9. Proportion of white and ethnic minority
people aged 16+ who are employed as
managers, directors and senior officials, or
professional occupations, Jan-Dec 2018.
ONS, Annual Population Survey via Nomis.

Infrastructure

10. Number of affordable houses built in the
West of England, 2018-19. West of England
unitary authorities’ data.

11. Area of land in public sector ownership
released for development, 2019-20. Data
not available for previous years. West of
England Joint Assets Board data.

12. Median house price as a multiple of
median gross annual earnings, 2019. ONS,
House Price Statistics for Small Areas
(HPSSA), September 2019, and Annual
Survey of Hours and Earnings via Nomis.

13. DfT, Average speed, delay, and reliability of
travel times, September 2019.

14. Passenger journeys on local bus services
per head by local authority, 2017-18. DfT,
Local bus passenger journeys, September
2019.

15. Number of people travelling to and from
rail stations in the West of England, 2017-
18. ORR, Estimates of station usage,
December 2018.

16. DfT, Walking and Cycling Statistics from
Active Lives Survey, July 2019.

Notes to regional indicators
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Business

17. Number of new businesses started as a
proportion of all active businesses, 2018.
ONS, Business demography, November
2019.

18. Proportion of businesses started five
years before, surviving to date, 2018. ONS,
Business demography, November 2019.

19. Exports of goods plus exports of services,
as a proportion of GVA(B), 2017. ONS,
International exports of services,
September 2019; HMRC, Regional trade in
goods statistics, November 2019; WECA
analysis.

20. Research and development expenditure by
business, higher education, government,
and private non-profit organisations, 2015.
Smart Specialisation Hub, What does the
2.4% of GDP R&D expenditure target mean
for places?, January 2019.

Skills

21. Proportion of employers with at least
one vacancy that is hard to fill, 2017. DfE,
Employer skills survey, August 2018.

22. Proportion of 16-64-year olds who are
qualified at least to NVQ4 level, or below
NVQ2, 2018. ONS, Annual Population
Survey via Nomis.

23. Proportion of 16- and 17-year olds who are
not in education, employment, or training
(NEET), 2018. DfE, NEET and participation,
June 2019.

24. DfE, Apprenticeships and traineeships
data, November 2019.

Notes to regional indicators continued
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